Far away from earth, there was a nation called “Lions nation” where lions lived, and “Rabbits nation” where rabbits lived.
The Rabbits nation is scattered with Lion’s military forces, especially the capital area is surrounded by Lion’s military bases.
The current Prime Minister of the Rabbits nation agrees to anything that Lions say. Due to this reason, the Rabbits nation held an election to decide a new leader.

We cannot keep obeying what Lions say!
The Rabbits nation is preparing for the election, and many people are having heat up debate everywhere you look.

Who is really going to protect our national interest?

We need an honest politician who keeps his/her promises!

Protect our democracy!

Don't accept the mass media's polarizing views!

We cannot forgive the false accusation unlawful arrest!

Protect the constitution!

Freedom of speech!

Need an amendment of the constitution, make this nation stronger!
As the result of the election, a new Prime Minister was selected. He promised and insisted strongly to protect the national interest more than anybody else.

Bravo!

We are not going to obey Lions anymore!!
So, the new Prime Minister of the Rabbits nation went to the Lion’s military base to greet them.
Greetings, as a result of the election, I'm the new Prime Minister of the Rabbits nation.........ahhh.....and I was wondering .....if I could talk to you about.......regards to.......the national interest....
Ahhh... actually, it's really nothing, we only believe in the Lions national interests!

Oh really? What a coincidence, your predecessor just told me the same thing.
There is no such thing as democracy at gunpoint.

Please, order me anything you want

We will pay to all our collaborators

We will make the nation and the media to shut up

We will arrest anyone who disobeys
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